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ABSTRACT
Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space with inner product (. , .) and S the set
(x~V:(~,~)=l).ForanyA~Hom(V,V)andq~Q:with~q~dl,wedefine
W(A:q)={(Ax,y):x,yES,(x,Y)=q).
If q = 1, then W(A : q) is just the classical numericaI range {(Ax, x): x E S}, the
convexity of which is well known. Another generalization of the numerical range is the
C-numerical range, which is defined to be the set
W,(A)

= (tr(CU*AU):

Uunitary}

where C E Hom( V, V). In this note, we prove that W( A : q) is always convex and that
Wc(A)isconvexforallAifrankC=lorn=2.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space with inner product (a, m), S the
the set of all linear operators on V. For
any A E Hom(V, V), the numerical range of A is defined to be the compact
set
set {x E V: (x, x) = l}, and Hom(V,V)

W(A) = {(Ax, x) : x E S}.
*The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung for his valuable advice and
continuous encouragement.
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It is weIl known that W(A) is always convex [5, lo] and in particular is an
elliptical disk (possibly degenerate) if n = 2 [8]. For 9 E C with 191~ 1,
Marcus and Andresen [6] considered the set

and showed that the set generated by rotating W( A : 9) about the origin is an
annulus. They also gave the inner and outer radii of this annulus for hermitian
A. If 9 = 1, then W(A : 9) is identical with W(A). So W(A : 9) is a generalized form of the classical numericaI range.
Another generalization of W(A) is the C-numerical range, which is given
by Goldberg and Straus [4] and defined as
W,(A)=

{tr(CU*AU):

Uunitary)

where C E Hom(V,V) is fixed. Westwick [12] (and later Poon [9] with
another proof) showed that if C is hermitian, then W,(A) is convex for ah A.
It is not true in general that W,(A) is convex even for normal A and C. For
example, if n = 3 and A, C normal, Au-Yeung and Poon [l] gave a necessary
and sufficient condition for the convexity of W,(A). Au-Yeung and the
present author [2] also showed that if C is a normal operator with noncollinear
eigenvalues and A = C*, then W,(A) is not convex. However, if C is normal,
the author [ll] has proved that W,(A) is always star-shaped.
In this present note, we show that W(A: 9), which equals W,(A) for
some particular C, is always convex, and we use this result to prove the
convexity of Wc( A) for rank C = 1. We neglect the trivial case n = 1 and
always assume n > 2 in the following.

2.

THE CONSTRAINED

BILINEAR

FORM

The following lemma is given by Das and Embry-Wardrop [3].
LEMMAS.

Letn=2andx,z~Sbesuchthut(Ax,x)*(Az,z).

(a) If W(A) is the line segment [(Ax, x),(Az,

z)], then

(b) Zf(Ax,r)~aW(A),i.e.
thebounduryofW(A),and(x,z)=0,
(AZ, Z)E %‘(A) and ~[(Ax, x)+(A.z, z)] is the center of W(A).

then
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Suppose x and z are orthononna 1 vectors in V and (Ax, X)E

[(Ax, z>I = I(AG x>I.
Proof.
u E S and

Let u=&iZx+ce+~

z, where l>e>O

and +EIW. Then

(AU,U)=(AX,X)+~~[(AZ,~)--(AxJ)]+~~~&
E W(A),
+-AZ,
x). As $J varies in Iw, the locus of {,+,is
where {+ = (Ax, e@mz)+(e
an ellipse (possibly degenerate) centered at the origin with 2(I(Ax, z)l I(Az, x)11 as length of minor axis. Suppose this ellipse does not degenerate.
Then for c small enough, the locus of (Au, u), as + varies in R, is an ellipse
enclosing (Ax, x). But then (Ax, x) E &V(A) by the convexity of W(A).
n
Thus this ellipse must degenerate, and hence [(Ax, n)l = I(Az, x)1.
LEMMA3. Let n = 2 and W(A)
Suppose 9 E W(A).

be a nondegenerating

elliptical disk.

(a) Ifq E N(A),
then there is exactly one (up to scalur multiples) u E S
satisfying (Au, u) = 17.
(b) Zf 174 &V(A), then there are exactly two (up to scalur multiples)
u E S satisfying (Au, u) = q.
Proof
Let q E W(A) and x, z E S be such that [(Ax, x),(Az, n)] is a
chord of W(A) passing through 9 and the center of W(A). Since W(A) is
nondegenerating, (Ax, x) * (Ax, z). By Lemma l(b) we may assume (x, z) =
0, and hence by Lemma 2, (Ax, z) = Se and (Ax, x) = Se for some 5,B E C
with (19(= 1. For any u E S, u can be written as ax + fix for some a, /3EC
with lal2 + IPI” = 1. Then
(Au,~)=lal~(Ax,x)+lP1~(Az,z)+2(Rea@3)~
= (Ax, ~)+lp]~[(Az,

z) - (Ax, x)]+2(Rea@)5.

(1)

5 cannot be equal to s[(Az, ,z)- (Ax, x)] for any s E Iw. Otherwise (Au, u)
would always be on the line joining (Ax, x) and (Az, z), and then W(A)
must be degenerate. Suppose (Au, u) = 11 and 17E m(A).
We may assume
without loss of generality that 17= (Ax, x). Then from (1) and the fact that
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Z f s[(Az, z) - (Ax, x)] for any s E Iw, we have

Therefore /3= 0 and hence u must be a scalar multiple of x.
Now suppose (Au, u) = 17@ &V(A). Then (Au, u) = t(Ar, x)+(1 t)(Az, x) for some 1 > t > 0. From (l), the only possible solutions for u, if
a is chosen to be real nonnegative, are (a, p) = (fi, -0n)
and
(fi, - \/1--tem).
Hence (b) is justified also.
n
LEMMA4. Let the line segment [(Ax, x),(Az,
where x, z E S and (Ax, x) f (AZ, z). Then

z)] be a chord of W(A)

(x, z)(An, x) = (z, x)(Ax, z)s
Proof
The vectors x and z are linearly independent, since (Ax, x) *
(AZ, z). Let V’ = (x, z), i.e. the subspace spanned by x and z, and A’ = PA I“,
where P is the orthogonal projection of V onto V’. Then A’ E Hom(V’, V’) and
(A’u, u) = (Au, u) for all u, v E V’. In particular, W(A’) c W(A) and so
[(Ax, x), (An, z)] is a chord of W(A’) also. If W(A’) is degenerating, then
W(A’) = [(Ax, x),(Az, z)]. By Lemma l(a), (x, z) = 0 and the result follows.
If W( A’) is nondegenerating and (x, z) * 0, let w E V’ be orthonormal to x.
Then z = ax + pw for some a, ,8 E C\(O) satisfying Jal2 + IpI2 = 1. By Lemma
2, since (Ax,x)Ec%V(A),
we can write (Ax,w)=@
and (Aw,x)=Sgfor
some3,0ECwithl0l=LHence
(Az,z)=(A((Yx+~w),ccx+~w)
= Ja12(Ax, x)+lp12(Aw,

w)+2(Reap8)5.

Let z’ = ax + /3’w, where /4’= af3p/(~). Then z’ is a unit vector in V’ and
(An’, z’) = (AZ, z) by direct calculation. From Lemma 3(a), since (Az, z) E
aW(A’), /I must equal fi’. So C/%I= a@?. Then
(~,z)(Az,x)=(x,cllx+~w)(A(ar+~w),r)
= z[a(Ax,

x)+/3&]

= cx[~(Ax,

x)+peg]

= (n, x)(Ax,

z).
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5.

For any q E Q=with IQ/< 1,

for some x E S

I

where I1.II denotes the rwrm induced by the inner product.
Proof.

For any pair of x, y E S satisfying (x, y) = 9, y can be written as

9x + pw where w is some vector orthonormal to x and p = J1-kII2.

Then

(Ax,y)=(Ax,qx+pw)
=

9(Ax, x)+p(Ax,

w).

By considering Ax as a linear combination of vectors in an orthonormal basis
containing r and w, and using the Bessel’s inequality,

dP

[llArl12- I(&

~)l~]~‘~.

Conversely, suppose p = {l - 1912 and 5 E Q=satisfies
15- 9(Ax, 41~

~[IlAxll~ - I(&

.)12]1’2

for some x E S. Let u be any unit eigenvector of A, and consider a continuous
function f:[0, l] + S satisfying f(0) = x and f(1) = u. Since
P[~~A~l12-((Au,

u)I~]~‘~
=0

by the continuity of f there exists u = f(tO) E S for some to E [0, l] such that

It-

9(Au, u)I = P[II AoIl2-I&‘,

~)l’]~‘~.
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Then t = 9(Av, v)+pB[I)Aull’ - J(Av, u)(~]~/~ for some 0 EC
Let z E S be such that (u, z) = 0, and define

if

with 101= 1.

Au=(Au,u)u.

Then u and w are orthonormal and
(Au,

w) =

[llAul12
- I(Au>u)/~]“~.

5 = q(Au, u)+ pB[llAull’ - [(Au, u)I~]~‘~
=q(Au,u)+pfI(Au,w)
=(Au,Y)
n

EW(A:~).
Now we proceed to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 1.

Let 9 EC

with 191~ 1. Then W(A: 9) is convex for all

A E Hom(V,V).
or some tl, t2 E W(A: 9) with
Proof. Let[=A&+(l-h&f
For i = 1,2, by Lemma 5, there exists xi E S such that

1 > X > 0.

where p = \i1 - 191 . Therefore

I~-s[~(Ax,,x,)+(l-~)(Ax,~xz>ll
=Ih[El-9(Arl,x,)]+(l-~)[~2-9(Ax,,x2)11

GP( X[llAd12-I@ x1,xl)12]1’2
+ (I- V[llAr,l12- h%, G)I~]~‘~}.

(2)
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Suppose (Ax,, xl) = (Ax,, xs). We may assume without loss of generality
that llArrI12 - I(Ax,,

Ml2

> llAx2112 - IfAx,,

Q P [ llA412

x2)12. BY us%

(9,

- 164 Xl, q)12y2.

So 5 E W( A : q) by Lemma 5.
Now suppose (Ax,, x1) * (Ax,, x2). Then x1, x2 are linearly independent.
Denote (x1, x2) by V’ and PA],, by A’, where P is the orthogonal projection
of V onto V’. Let x, z be unit vectors of V’ such that [(Ax, r),(Az, n)] is a
chord of W(A’) passing through (Axi, xi) and
(i = 1,2)

(Axi,xi)=ti(Ax,x)+(l-ti)(A’,n)

(3)

withO<q<t,<l.
There are two possible cases:
Case 1. W(A’) is the line segment [(Ax, x),(Az, z)]. Then by Lemma
l(a), (x, z) = (Ax, z) = (AZ, x) = 0. For any unit vector u E V’, u = (YX+ /3z
for some (Y,/3E Q: with la(’ + IpI2 = 1. So
(Au,u)=JaJ2(Ax,x)+lp)‘(A~,~)+(crAx,pz)+(PAz,olx)
= la12(Ar, 4+lPI”tAz,

z>

(4

and

where p = (Ax, Az). For i = 1,2, as Xi E V’, by (3), (4), and (5) we have
IlAxill 2 < tillAxl(2 - (1 - ti)llAzl12 +2/$i77IpI.
Now define

_!!-

e=

I

IPI

1

For 0 6 t < 1, let u(t) = fix + ~8~.

if

P*O,

if

p=o.
Then Ilu(t

= 1 for all t E [0, 13.
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If (x, z) = 0 then, by Lemma 2,
Case 2. W(A’) is non&generating.
I(Ax, z)l = I(Az, x)1, and so (Ax, z) = - {$Jand (AZ, x) = S&for some Z, $I E Q=
with I+1= 1. If (x, z) f 0, we may choose + = (x, z)m/l(
x, z)l instead. For
0 Q t f 1, consider
u,(t)=&+Gs#G,

(6)

u,(t)=dix--Gx#a.
Then by direct computation and with Lemma 4 for the situation (x, z) * 0,
we have, for j= 1,2 and t E [0, 11,

Il~jwll=1,
(Atli(t),uj(t))=t(Az,x)+(l-t)(Az,z),

((Adt)([2

= W412 +(I - ~kW12 +2dmp,

and

IIA&)ll

= W412 + (I-

~)llW12 - &4-p>

where p = Re(Ax, &4z). For t E [0, 11,by Lemma 3, these u,(t)‘s are the only
unit vectors in V’ (up to scalar multiplies) satisfying (Au, u) = t( Ax, x) + (lt)(Az, z). So for i = 1,2, xi must be a scalar multiple of one of the uJti)‘s
defined in (6). Choose u(t)= q(t)
or u(t)= u2(t) according as p 2 0 or
p < 0.
NOW for both cases 1 and 2, though u(t) and p are defined differently in
different cases, we have the same results:

(Au(t),

u(t))

= t(Ax,

x)+(1

- t)(Az,

jlAu(t)l12 = tllAxl12 +(I -

z),

QlAzl12 +2d$i7l~I

(7)

(8)

and for i = 1,2,

(Au(ti),u(ti))=(Axi,xi),
IIAu(ti)II’

a llAzil12*

(9)
(10)
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Define
r(t) = []]Au(t)]/2 - /(Au(t),

~(t))]~]“~,

which is a nonnegative function of t E [0, 11.Then by using (7) and (8),
r2(t) = t]]Ax]12 +(l
- t21(Ax,

- t)]]Az]12 +Z~~]p]

x)1”-

(1-

t)2](Az,

z)]”

-2t(l-t)Re[(Ax,x)(Az,z)].
By routine computation, (d2/dt2)r2(t) G 0 for aII t E (0,l). So if there exists
to E (0,l) such that I
= 0, by the fact that r(t) is nonnegative we can
conclude that r(t) = 0 for alI t E [0, I]. If r(t) > 0 for all t E (0, l), then by the
identity

(d2/dt2)r(t)

< 0 for ail t E (0,l).

In both situations we have

where 5 = ht, +(l - X)t,. Using (7), (3), (2), (9), and (lo),

6 P ( X (lIAx,l12- ItA x1, qJ12)‘”
+(I

- 44~~11~

G P[wd+(1-

- 164x2, ~2)12]1’2)

W(~2)l

G PM
= ~[jIA&dil”
So .$ E W( A : q) by Lemma 5.

- I(Atl(t3),~(5))1~]~‘~.
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REP
1. Suppose A is hermitian with eigenvalues A, > A, > . * * > A,.
Then by Lemma 5 and some calculations, it can be shown that W( A : q) is
equal to the set

< (1-

which is an elliptical disk
For the case q = 0, W(A
and radius ;(A, - h,).
{(Ax, y): x, y E S, ](x, y)]

]q]s)1’2+(i=Q(h,

- h,),

0 < t < I)>

with foci qX, and qX, and eccentricity jq] if q * 0.
: q) is merely a circular disk with origin as center
Hence the results obtained
in [6] on the set
= ]q]}follow directly.

REMARK 2. Marcus and Sandy defined the Gbilinear
range
where G is an r X3r matrix and gave a sufficient condition for its
(for details see [7]). If r = 1, then, by our Theorem 1, W(A : G)
convex. So we see that the mentioned sufficient condition is not a
one even for r = 1.

3.

THE C-NUMERICAL

W(A : G)
convexity
is always
necessary

RANGE

Let e=(e,,...,
e,,) be a fixed ordered orthonormal basis of V, and let [xl,
denote the column n-tuple of coefficients of any x E V with respect to e.
Suppose x,,, y,, E V are such that a = [xOle, b = [y,Je, and BE Hom(V,V)
has the matrix representation
[B]: with respect to e equal to ab* (here *
denotes the conjugate transpose). The following is due to Marcus and Sandy
[7], who proved a more general result.
LEMMA 6.

6%

In the preceding notation

Y): x, Y E V, llxll = Il~olL IIYII = IIYoIL (~9 Y) = ho, YO>>
= {tr( BU*AU) : U unitary}
= W,(A).

By letting x0, y. belong to S in Lemma 6, we see that W(A : q) equals to
W,(A) for some particular C.
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THEOREM 2. Let C E Hom(V,V)
all A E Hom( V, V ).

have rank 1. Then W,(A)

is convexfor

Proof.
If rank C = 1, then [C] z = ab* for some nonzero column n-tuples
a and b. Let x0, tea E Vbe such that [x,], = a and [vale = b. Then x0 and v.
are nonzero vectors. By Lemma 6
W,(A)

= {(k
=

i

y):

x, y E V,

~~ll~oll~~ll~oll~~~~~~~~~

= IlxollllYoll~(

the convexity

bll = Ilxoll, llyll = IlyolL (~3 Y> = bet YO))
I/**oq$“,)

A: l;;$$)9

of which is guaranteed

COROLLARY.

bd=

by Theorem

Ifn = 2, then W,(A)

1.

is always convex.

Proof.
Letn=2and~beanyeigenvahreofC.IfC=~Z,thenWc_,,(A)
is a singleton containing 0 as its only element. If C * ~1, then rank(C - PI) = 1
and hence W,_,,(A)
is convex by Theorem 2. By the identity

WC<A) is always convex.

l

We end our discussion with an example of nonconvex
W,(A) where
rank C = 2 and n = 3. Let dimV = 3; C be a normal operator with eigenvahres
1, m,
0; and A = C*. Then, since the eigenvalues of C are not collinear,
W,(A) is not convex [2].
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